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“Things that look too good to be true usually are.” 

― Old Proverb 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
On February 6, 2020, we published our investment opinion (the “Report”) on China Medical System Holdings Ltd. (HK: 867) 

(“CMS” or the “Company”) detailing an extensive investigation which indicated that CMS exaggerates its financial performance, 

inflates profits and conceals that dwindling Company profits are used to privately enrich its chairman.  Just over 24 hours later, 

CMS issued a hasty, incomplete and contradictory response (the “Response”) which barely addressed our Report in any substantive 

or meaningful way.   

 

In this Rebuttal, we will unpack CMS’ nonsense and show why only the most gullible investor would believe the Company’s latest 

obfuscation.  CMS’ only hope is to convince investors that its financials are true because it has discovered the greatest tax loophole 

in the world, which is not available to any other public company.   

 

Unbelievably, the Company’s entire defense rests on its claims that 60% of its profits flow through a Malaysian subsidiary which 

evidence indicates has no current employees, no office, no customs records of shipping goods, no material IP rights, no operations 

in Malaysia and which is not even audited!  Not only does this lone subsidiary supposedly enable CMS to save hundreds of 

millions in taxes, but no other public company has discovered this loophole.   

 

Bullshit.  We think that this structure is an obvious fabrication designed to inflate CMS’ financial performance.  We call on Deloitte 

to investigate immediately as part of its annual review.  How can an auditor sign off on the integrity of the Company’s financials 

without audited financials of its most important subsidiary?       

 

1) The Black Box – Declining PRC Profitability and the Mysterious Malaysian Tax Benefits 

 

In our Report, we highlighted two independent data points, an A-share circular submitted by CMS to Chinese securities regulators 

(which included audited financials of CMS’ PRC subsidiaries) and local regulatory filings, which showed that aggregate net profits 

at CMS’ subsidiaries in the PRC were 49% less than reported from 2016-2018.  We believe such evidence indicates 

unambiguously that CMS is much less profitable than it claims, and that the Company’s exaggeration is only getting worse as CMS 

struggles under the weight of policy changes in the PRC designed to undermine its business.    

 

In its Response, CMS admits that these filings are accurate, but claims that the discrepancy is explained by offshore profits earned 

by the Company’s lone subsidiary in Malaysia.  Indeed, the Company’s entire Response is prefaced on the Malaysian black 

box – a mysterious source of profits and tax savings which supposedly explains the grave inconsistencies in CMS’ financials.   

 

Put simply, CMS’ wants investors to believe that it runs 60% of its profits through Malaysia and saves hundreds of millions in 

taxes even though we think the evidence shows that:  

 

• CMS’ Malaysian subsidiary was not audited 

• CMS has No Malaysian office 

• CMS has No current employees in Malaysia 

• CMS admits its drugs are never physically transported via Malaysia 

• CMS has No material IP rights in Malaysia1 

• CMS has No operations in Malaysia 

• No other public company knows about this loophole or has been able to replicate it 

 

 

 
1 The Company has reportedly transferred the IP rights for only one commercialized drug to its Malaysian subsidiary, but this 

drug accounts for only 4% of revenues.   

THIS RESEARCH REPORT EXPRESSES SOLELY OUR OPINIONS.  We are short sellers. We are biased. So are long investors. So is CMS. So are the banks that raised 

money for the Company. If you are invested (either long or short) in CMS, so are you. Just because we are biased does not mean that we are wrong.  Use BOC Texas, 

LLC’s research opinions at your own risk. This report and its contents are not intended to be and do not constitute or contain any financial product advice.  Investors 

should seek their own financial, legal and tax advice in respect of any decision regarding any securities discussed herein.  You should do your own research and due 

diligence before making any investment decisions, including with respect to the securities discussed herein.  We have a short interest in CMS’ stock and therefore stand 

to realize significant gains in the event that the price of such instrument declines. Please refer to our full disclaimer located on the last page of this report. 
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• Not Audited – Barely Mentioned 

 

In its Response, CMS describes its Malaysian’s subsidiary as “crucial” and claims that this entity conducts the 

“operation of [its] international business.”2  But if Malaysia was so crucial, why wasn’t it ever discussed in the 

Company’s thousands of pages of filings to the capital markets?  CMS supposedly generated 60% of its FY 2018 

pre-tax profits in the country yet mentions “Malaysia” only a handful of times in years of disclosures.   

 

“Crucial” Malaysian Operation was Barely Mentioned in Years of CMS Public Filings  

 
Note: * Refers to the IP rights of Augentropfen Stulln Monoeye-drops, which accounts for only 4% of revenues. 

† One mention in the income tax section 

‡ One mention in the income tax section, one mention in Intangible Assets section related to Stulln eyedrops 

Source: CMS Annual Reports 

 

If Malaysia was “crucial” as the Company now insists, why hasn’t CMS ever disclosed even the faintest detail about 

the transactions or the structure which supposedly enabled the Company to save hundreds of millions or 60% its tax 

bill by incorporating a lone Malaysian subsidiary?   

 

CMS asks investors to believe it on the grounds that the “Malaysian Company has submitted its 2018 management 

accounts to the Malaysian financial regulatory.”3  But according to the Company’s prior disclosures, the financial 

statements of its Malaysian subsidiary are not even audited!   

 

 
Source: CMS Hong Kong Prospectus, p. 276 

In the year of its IPO, Malaysia was just as crucial to the Company’s financials as it is now, supposedly accounting 

for 62% of the Company’s profits.  Yet the Malaysian subsidiary’s accounts were not audited then, and we have no 

reason to believe they have been audited since.  

 

CMS gives it away in its Response.  The Company insists that CMS Pharma “has submitted its 2018 management 

accounts” to the local regulator but curiously never insists or even mentions that such accounts are audited.   

 

If its Malaysian subsidiary is so “crucial” and accounts for 60% of the Company’s reported profits, why aren’t its 

financial statements audited?   Are investors really supposed to rely on an unaudited entity as the lynchpin holding 

together the Company’s web of contradictory disclosures and obfuscations?  We believe that the absence of an audit 

allows the Company to use the Malaysian black box to make up whatever profits it likes, without any independent 

oversight.   

 
2 CMS Response, p. 5. 
3 CMS Response, p. 5. 

RMB M 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010

Mentions of Malaysian Operations None None None None None None None None None

Mentions of Malaysian Office None None None None None None None None None

Mentions of Malaysian Employees None None None None None None None None None

Mentions of Malaysian Shipments None None None None None None None None None

Mentions of Malaysian IP Rights 1* 1* 1* 1* 1* 1* 1* 1* 1*

Total Mentions of Malaysian subsidiary 1† 1† 1† 2‡ 2‡ 2‡ 2‡ 2‡ 2‡

Estimated Malaysian Profit 1,196 939 675 875 641 511 299       221      145

Malaysian Pretax Profits as a % of Total 60% 52% 45% 82% 57% 75% 50% 50% 62%

Annual Report
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• No Current Employees or Offices 

 

CMS’ entire Response rests on its claim that the vast “operation of the international business… was undertaken by 

the Malaysian Company.” CMS fails to elaborate, but vaguely insinuates that this involves “new product investment 

and licensing, selection and evaluation of manufacturers, quality control, supply chain management, [and] 

formulation of product promotional strategies.”4  

 

Rubbish.  If CMS’ Malaysian subsidiary was generating 60% of the Company’s profits because it was undertaking 

product development, supply chain management and quality control, then why isn’t there any evidence of current 

employees or offices in Malaysia?  

 

In the Company’s annual report, it discloses ongoing employee benefit and pension obligations in China and Hong 

Kong because it’s an employer in those locations.  Yet according to CMS’ disclosures, it makes no contributions to 

Malaysia’s pension scheme or government mandated retirement benefit plans.   

 

 
Source: CMS 2018 Annual Report 

 

Such contributions are mandatory under Malaysian law for employers.  Yet in ten years as a public Company, CMS 

never disclosed any contributions to benefit plans in Malaysia.  The absence of any pension obligations in Malaysia, 

in our opinion, indicates that CMS has no current employees in the country.  Otherwise, as an employer, CMS would 

have to contribute to the government mandated retirement schemes.    

 

 

 
Source: https://www.kwsp.gov.my/employer/what-you-need-to-know#Employer 

 

CMS now claims that its “crucial” Malaysian subsidiary conducts vast and complex international operations but the 

absence of any pension contributions, required for employers under Malaysian law, suggests in our opinion that it has 

no current employees in the country.5   

  

Furthermore, CMS’ official human resources website advertises for positions in scores of locations in China, but none 

in Malaysia.   

 
4 CMS Response, p. 5. 
5 In our due diligence, we could only find one person who ever claims to have worked for CMS Pharma, the Malaysian entity, a 

recent college graduate who started in 2018 but left in 2019.   

No Mentions of 

Malaysian 

employees 

https://www.kwsp.gov.my/home
https://www.kwsp.gov.my/employer/what-you-need-to-know#Employer
http://www.nomurafoundation.or.jp/en/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/NJACM3-2SP19-04.pdf
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CMS Pharma not Listed on CMS’ Recruiting Website 

  
Source: LinkedIn; http://hr.cms.net.cn/search?k= 

Notably, CMS has never claimed any Malaysian employees, which likely explains why CMS failed in its Response 

to disclose basic details like the headcount of its Malaysian subsidiary.  We think it is fanciful to believe that CMS 

Pharma undertakes vast and complex international business operations out of Malaysia like supply chain management, 

product development or quality control without any mention over 10 years as a public Company of any staff (or 

required employer pension contributions) in the country.   

 

In our Report, we noted that we could find no evidence of any office in Malaysia despite our diligent efforts to locate 

one.  In its Response, CMS claimed that it has been “leasing and occupying an independent office for business use.6” 

But incredibly, the Company won’t even disclose an address which investors could verify.  If CMS has an office 

in Malaysia, where is it?  Why not disclose its address? How many square feet is it? And why has the Company never 

disclosed it in any previous filings?  

 

In the Company’s prospectus, filed in 2010, CMS claimed to generate 62% of its pretax profits in Malaysia, even 

though it admitted in its prospectus that it didn’t have a Malaysian office at the time. 

 

 
Source: CMS Hong Kong Prospectus, p.360 

CMS’ has disclosed leased and owned offices in every jurisdiction but Malaysia.  If this Malaysian office and operation 

were so crucial to its business, why never mention it before?  And why not disclose its address in the Response?  

 

Ultimately, CMS insists that its “crucial” Malaysian subsidiary conducts vast and complex international business 

operations, yet there is no evidence of any tangible operations in the country, including any evidence of current 

employees or office space.  Rather, we think the Malaysian black box is a bogus structure designed to facilitate the 

exaggeration of CMS’ financial performance.   

 

• No Drugs Physically Transported Via Malaysia 

 

In our Report, we opined that CMS’ supposed Malaysian tax benefit was likely bogus because CMS Pharma did not 

appear in any customs records or databases.  If CMS generates offshore profits by shipping drugs through its Malaysian 

subsidiary, then CMS Pharma should appear on customs records.  It doesn’t.  As we pointed out in our Report, 

Malaysia as a country doesn’t export enough drugs to China for CMS’ claims to be true. 

 
6 CMS Response, p. 4. 

http://hr.cms.net.cn/search?k=
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CMS’ concedes this point.  In its Response, CMS claimed that “international trade conducted by the Malaysian 

Company was genuine and accurate,” but admitted that it imported products directly to China without “physically 

transporting via Malaysia.”7   

Doesn’t CMS claim in its Response that its Malaysian subsidiary conducts “quality control” of its drugs? How does 

it undertake quality control in Malaysia if the drugs never touch the country?  

How gullible are investors supposed to be? Special tax zones like Labuan are set up in order to incentivize local 

development and commerce out of the economic zone.  But CMS claims vast tax benefits and major Malaysian profits 

without any goods ever touching Malaysia.  If it were so easy, why wouldn’t everyone do it?   

• No Material IP Rights in Malaysia 

 

CMS’ Response also includes a vague and confusing explanation on certain IP rights which the Company now claims 

are held by its Malaysian subsidiary.  CMS now claims that “by the end of 2018, the Malaysian Company has incurred 

expenses in intangible asset investments (including IP rights) amounting to RMB 2.854 billion.”8 

First, CMS’ Response directly contradicts the Company’s previous claims.  By its own admission, CMS has 

consistently stated that 99% of the Company’s non-current assets, including intangible assets such as intellectual 

property and goodwill, are held in China.  This is black and white.   

 

 
Source: CMS 2018 Annual Report 

 

CMS offers an utterly confounding explanation in trying to reconcile its current misrepresentation with its past 

disclosures.  It claims that because intangible assets are somehow “authorized for use” in China and that revenues 

from the IP assets are generated in China, such IP assets are designated as located in China from an accounting 

perspective even though they may reside in Malaysia.  

 

This makes no sense. In every disclosure before the Company’s hasty and evasive Response, CMS stated 

unambiguously that 99% of its IP rights and other intangible assets were located in the PRC.  How can the Company 

now claim that such IP rights were actually located in Malaysia?  Either the Company’s previous disclosures were 

false, or the Company’s Response is false – either way investors have caught the Company red handed with mutually 

exclusive and contradictory claims.   

 

Indeed, prior to its Response, the Company claimed that it transferred the exclusive rights to only one of its drugs to 

its Malaysian subsidiary.9  This was Stulln Eyedrops, which accounted for only 4% of CMS’ total revenues from 

2014-2018 and does not generate remotely enough revenue to fill the black box.  The Company has not, to our 

knowledge, ever claimed that it transferred any other exclusive licensing rights to its lone Malaysian subsidiary.  Why 

should we believe them now?  

 

More importantly, if acquired intellectual property assets were transferred to CMS Pharma, as the Company now 

claims, then such assets should be registered offshore.  This is how big companies like Apple and Nike have somewhat 

controversially avoided taxes.  Nike transferred the Swoosh trademark, Uber transferred its app, Allergan transferred 

its Botox patents, and Facebook transferred its social media technology to offshore shell companies in Bermuda and 

Grand Cayman.  But for this to work, the IP has to reside offshore.   

 

We searched the official Malaysian Intellectual Property Database, which reveals that all the trademarks of CMS 

licensed drugs are registered to the European manufacturers.  CMS Pharma is not listed as the owner, representative 

or agent for any of the drugs.  

 
7 CMS Response, p. 5. 
8 CMS Response, p. 7. 
9 CMS Pharma also acquired the assets related to Traumakine in 2015, but this drug has yet to be commercialized and thus would 

not generate any profit or revenue.    

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/06/world/apple-taxes-jersey.html
https://iponline2u.myipo.gov.my/myipo/www/
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Source: https://iponline2u.myipo.gov.my/myipo/www/ 

When we searched the Malaysian IP database, CMS Pharma, the Company’s Malaysian subsidiary supposedly 

responsible for all the offshore profits and tax savings, did not show up at all.   

 
Source: https://iponlineext.myipo.gov.my/SPHI/Extra/IP/TM/Qbe.aspx?sid=637166413704057962 

Any investors can duplicate the search on the Malaysian IP registry – we found no results for CMS Pharma.  If CMS 

Pharma truly holds IP rights in Malaysia, why aren’t the IP rights registered there?  

 

Also, if the Company generates all of its revenues in China but holds IP rights in Malaysia, then presumably the 

Company’s Chinese subsidiaries would have to pay licensing fees or royalties to the Malaysian subsidiary.  After all, 

offshore profits should produce offshore cash.  Yet CMS claims that 94% of its cash is denominated in RMB at FYE 

2018, even though supposedly over 60% of its profits were earned offshore.  

 

 
 

No Matching Records for “CMS Pharma” 

 

 

https://iponline2u.myipo.gov.my/myipo/www/
https://iponlineext.myipo.gov.my/SPHI/Extra/IP/TM/Qbe.aspx?sid=637166413704057962
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Source: CMS Annual Report 

If the Company earns 60% of its pretax profit in Malaysia, we would expect a much higher proportion of its bank 

balance to be denominated in foreign currencies.  Certainly more than 3-6%.  The large cash balance in RMB is 

consistent with the Company’s previous disclosures that 99% of its revenues are earned in China and 99% of its 

intangible assets are located in China.   

 

CMS’ new claim that it holds some IP rights in Malaysia is contradicted by nearly every historical disclosure that the 

Company made before we pointed out the grave inconsistencies in its reported financials and the bogus nature of its 

Malaysian tax structure.    

 

• No One Else Has Discovered the World’s Greatest Tax Loophole 

 

Any investor gullible enough to believe CMS’ vague and contradictory claims has a major problem.  If it were possible 

for Chinese companies to save hundreds of millions in taxes each year by incorporating a lone Malaysian subsidiary, 

wouldn’t this practice be widespread?  

 

If CMS’ Response is true, the Company has discovered the world’s greatest tax loophole.  In our opinion, evidence 

shows CMS has no offices, current employees, operations, or material IP in Malaysia.  It admits it doesn’t ship drugs 

through Malaysia.  If it were so easy to save hundreds of millions in taxes without any material transactions or 

operations in the special tax zone, why doesn’t everyone do it?   

 

We searched for other publicly listed companies that have Labuan-based subsidiaries and found only a handful.  

Notably, none of them reported such unusually low effective tax rates as CMS.  If the Company’s Response was 

true, we would expect other publicly listed companies with subsidiaries in the same tax zone in Malaysia to also 

report significant tax savings.  But they don’t and it’s not even close.   

 

 
Source: FactSet 

Investors should also note the suspicious lack of variance in CMS’ effective tax rate.  Other public companies with 

subsidiaries incorporated in the Labuan zone report varying effective tax rates from year to year, which makes sense 

given the variability of business conditions over time.  Yet CMS’s effective tax rate remains remarkably the same 

from year to year, despite changes in its business.  We pointed out in our report on China Metal Recycling, which was 

subsequently delisted for fraud, that such Madoffian consistency in financial metrics was a major red flag. 

 

Ultimately, the Company’s entire defense rests on its claims that 60% of its profits flow through a Malaysian 

subsidiary which evidence shows has no offices, no current employees, no customs records of shipping goods, no 

material IP rights, no operations in Malaysia and which according to the Company’s prior disclosures is not even 

RMB M 2016 2017 2018

Great British Pound 1            35          

US Dollar 18          2            5            

Euro 10          20          4            

Swiss Franc 1            3            

Hong Kong Dollar 1            2            2            

Total disclosed foreign currrencies 29          26          49          

Cash balance 482        856        815        

% of foreign currencies 6% 3% 6%

Effective Tax Rate Ticker 2016 2017 2018 Industry

Hilong Holding Ltd. HK: 1623 28% 27% 35% Oilfield Services/Equipment

China Aircraft Leasing Group Holdings Ltd. HK: 1848 28% 27% 18% Finance/Rental/Leasing

Qisda Corporation TW: 2352 19% 19% 26% Computer Peripherals

President Chain Store Corporation TW: 2912 19% 23% 24% Food Retail

Delta Electronics, Inc.  TW: 2308 23% 22% 19% Electronic Equipment/Instruments

Tiberius Acquisition Corp. TIBR N/A N/A 21% Financial Conglomerates

China Medical  System Holdings L td.   HK:867 8% 8% 8% Pharmaceut i cal  Promot ion and Dist r i but ion

https://glaucusresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2013/01/GlaucusResearch-China_Metal_Recycling_Holdings_Ltd-HK0773-Strong_Sell_January_28_2013.pdf
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audited!  Not only does this lone subsidiary supposedly enable CMS to save hundreds of millions in taxes, but 

investors are led to believe that no other public company has discovered this loophole.   

 

We think that this structure is an obvious fabrication designed to inflate CMS’ financial performance.  We call on 

Deloitte to investigate immediately as part of its annual review and question how can an auditor sign off on the integrity 

of the Company’s financials without audited financials of CMS’ most important subsidiary? 

 

2) The Illusion of Dividends 

 

Despite all the evidence to the contrary, CMS insists that investors can rely on the integrity of its financial statements 

(which hinge on the integrity of an unaudited subsidiary) because the Company “has been able to maintain and deliver 

annual dividends at a dividend payout ratio of about 40%.”10  

But this doesn’t mean anything.  Since 2010, CMS and its chairman11 have raised a total of HKD 4.7 billion from 

equity investors.  In the meantime, the total dividend paid out was just HKD 4.2 billion.  Of this, HKD 2.3 billion 

went to the chairman.   

 
Source: CMS Annual & Interim Reports 

Any investor blindly relying on dividends as a proxy for the integrity of the Company’s reported profits should look 

elsewhere.  The money paid out is less than the money raised, meaning such dividends are no evidence whatsoever 

that CMS is as profitable as it claims.   

3) Chinese FDA Records Indicate that CMS Secretly Funds R&D for Chairman 

 

In our Report, we highlighted Chinese corporate and FDA records which indicated that CMS secretly funds research 

expenses on behalf of a research entity privately owned by the chairman.  In its Response, CMS offers meek and non-

sensical excuses which contradict the plain reading of black and white corporate records.   

For example, CMS claimed in its public filings that the chairman’s privately held Kangzhe R&D would continue to 

bear ongoing clinical trial costs for its compound CMS024.  But as we pointed out, Chinese FDA records show that 

the primary trials are being conducted by CMS subsidiaries, not the chairman’s Kangzhe R&D.   

In its Response, the Company claims that one of the trials we discovered was “terminated.”12  But this works against 

CMS, not for it.  Because the terminated study was the only one registered to the chairman’s private entity.   

According to the Chinese FDA database, the other two ongoing trials are conducted by CMS subsidiaries and not the 

chairman’s Kangzhe R&D (as CMS claims).     

 
10 CMS Response, p. 3. 
11 Plus a senior executive. 
12 CMS Response, p. 7. 

HKD M

Net Proceeds from IPO 895

Share issuance in 2010 12

Share issuance &placing of existing shares in 2015 2,580

Placing of existing shares in 2017 1,224

Total capital raised from equity investors 4,711

Total dividend paid 4,187

Total dividend paid to chairman 2,251
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Source: http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/eap/clinicaltrials.searchlist 

In the unlikely event that the chairman’s private entity was reimbursing the Company’s subsidiaries for the costs of 

the trials, the Company would be required to disclose connected party transactions between CMS and Kangzhe R&D.  

But it doesn’t, indicating that no such reimbursement takes place.   

CMS’ Response misses broader the point, as it completely ignores the damning evidence in our Report that:  

• The chairman’s private entity is co-located at CMS’ Shenzhen headquarters; 

• It uses an @CMS email and the Company’s phone number in its registration documents; 

• It lists CMS’ senior executives as its management team; 

• Its only clinical trial in the Chinese FDA database lists a CMS employee (with a CMS email) as its contact 

person; 

• It only reports one employee in its corporate records; and 

• It reports minimal operating expenses in its local regulatory filings.  

 

Ultimately, this is overwhelming evidence that the chairman’s private entity is simply run out of CMS offices by CMS 

employees.  We think it should be obvious that rather than bearing its own research costs, the chairman’s private entity 

secretly offloads such expenses to the public Company.   

4) Rotten Pattern of Self-Dealing with the Chairman 

 

In our Report, we outlined pages and pages of what we consider to be rotten self-dealing between CMS and the 

chairman’s private entities.  The Company’s Response on these points was laughable.   

 

CMS claims that the chairman was the middleman between the Company and its purchase of valuable territorial IP 

rights from drug companies because he is a nice guy.  CMS claims that the chairman buys these rights out of the 

goodness of his heart, so that the public Company doesn’t risk losing money if the prospective drugs or devices fail.   

 

In its Response, CMS claimed that to “avoid incurring uncertain development costs by the [Company] and risks of 

development failure… the Chairman decided to use his privately-owned company, A&B, to make early-stage 

investments … with the aim to assign such product rights to the [Company] without the [Company] having to incur 

any upfront, registration or sales milestones fees upon achievement of substantial development progress..”13 

 

In essence, the chairman claims that he is bearing the risk for the early stage investments through A&B Holdings, and 

that the Company will only be on the hook if the investments are successfully commercialized.   

 

First, this Response ignores the sequence of events.  For example, with respect to CMS’ investment in Faron, the 

chairman only held the territorial IP rights for 11 days before transferring them to the Company.  What could 

possibly have changed in only 11 days to mitigate the Company’s risk? What possible explanation could the chairman 

reasonably have for buying rights and selling them immediately to CMS if he didn’t reap some rotten benefit?  

 

 
13 CMS Response, p. 8. 

http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/eap/clinicaltrials.searchlist
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Second, this Response ignores the facts.  The majority of CMS’ direct investments have been early stage, when the 

risk is highest (Acticor, Blueberry, Destiny, Midatech).  When CMS has purchased territorial rights through the 

chairman, such purchases have occurred at a later stage in the development process when risk should be lower (Helius, 

Neurelis and Faron).  This undercuts the Company’s Response that the chairman is protecting CMS from losses 

associated with early stage investments, and leaves investors with no answers (other than the obvious one) of why the 

Company repeatedly purchases development rights not from the developers but through the chairman.   

 

Third, the Response misses the point entirely.  It is not charitable that the chairman invests first through A&B 

Holdings, because A&B Holdings appears to be run using CMS resources, employees, email addresses and offices.  

CMS ignores the overwhelming evidence presented in our Report that:  

 

• A&B Holdings is co-located at CMS facilities, lists CMS headquarters as its mailing address and even uses 

CMS' phone number and @cms email address in its securities filings.   

 

• Local filings show that A&B Holdings’ lone Chinese subsidiary only has one employee and reported less 

than RMB 100,000 in operating expenses from 2016 through 2018.  Without expenses or employees, there 

is little chance it conducts any research or investment on its own.  Rather, this suggests that its activities are 

conducted through CMS staff and likely funded, directly or indirectly, by the public Company.   

 

• CMS executives are listed as the contact persons for A&B Holdings in investment contracts with biotech 

startups, indicating that Company employees are used by the chairman for his private benefit.   

 

• When A&B Holdings nominates someone to the board of a drug development partner, it is typically Peng 

Huaizheng, whose current LinkedIn profile shows that he is still a senior executive at CMS. 

 

 
Source: LinkedIn 

 

The chairman does not appear to be running his private entity out of the goodness of his heart.  Pages and pages of 

filings and disclosures show that his supposedly private entity is run through CMS staff, from CMS offices and using 

CMS resources.  It is also critical to note that local filings for the chairman’s private entities show almost no employees 

or operating expenses, confirming that the research and investment undertaken by these privately owned entities is 

likely done using Company staff and resources.   

 

Of course, CMS completely ignores the thrust of this entire point, likely because such evidence is deeply inconvenient 

to its weak Response.  But we suppose that if investors are gullible enough to believe that a single unaudited 

subsidiary out of Malaysia without any evidence of a real business can account for 60% of CMS’ supposed profits, 

then they will also believe that the chairman acts as a conduit for IP purchases and front-runs CMS’ investments out 

of the goodness of his heart.   
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DISCLAIMER 

 

We are short sellers. We are biased. So are long investors. So is CMS. So are the banks that raised money for the Company. If you are invested 

(either long or short) in CMS, so are you. Just because we are biased does not mean that we are wrong. We, like everyone else, are entitled to our 

opinions and to the right to express such opinions in a public forum. We believe that the publication of our opinions about the public companies 

we research is in the public interest.  

 

You are reading a short-biased opinion piece. Obviously, we will make money if the price of CMS stock declines. This report and all statements 

contained herein are solely the opinion of BOC Texas, LLC, and are not statements of fact. Our opinions are held in good faith, and we have based 

them upon publicly available evidence, which we set out in our research report to support our opinions. We conducted research and analysis based 

on public information in a manner that any person could have done if they had been interested in doing so. You can publicly access any piece of 

evidence cited in this report or that we relied on to write this report. Think critically about our report and do your own homework before making 

any investment decisions. We are prepared to support everything we say, if necessary, in a court of law.  

 

As of the publication date of this report, BOC Texas, LLC (a Texas limited liability company) (possibly along with or through our members, 

partners, affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) along with our clients and/or investors has a direct or indirect short position in the stock (and/or 

possibly other options or instruments) of the company covered herein, and therefore stands to realize significant gains if the price of such instrument 

declines. Use BOC Texas, LLC’s research at your own risk. You should do your own research and due diligence before making any investment 

decision with respect to the securities covered herein. The opinions expressed in this report are not investment advice nor should they be construed 

as investment advice or any recommendation of any kind.  

 

This report and its contents are not intended to be and do not constitute or contain any financial product advice as defined in the Australian 

Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). Because this document has been prepared without consideration of any specific clients investment objectives, 

financial situation or needs, no information in this report should be construed as recommending or suggesting an investment strategy. Investors 

should seek their own financial, legal and tax advice in respect of any decision regarding any securities discussed herein.  At this time, because of 

ambiguity in Australian law, this report is not available to Australian residents.  Australian residents are encouraged to contact their lawmakers 

to clarify the ambiguity under Australian financial licensing requirements.   

 

Following publication of this report, we intend to continue transacting in the securities covered therein, and we may be long, short, or neutral at 

any time hereafter regardless of our initial opinion. This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security, nor shall any security 

be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which such offer would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. To the 

best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained from public sources we believe to 

be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty 

or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. As is evident by the contents of our research and analysis, we expend considerable time and attention in an 

effort to ensure that our research analysis and written materials are complete and accurate. We strive for accuracy and completeness to support 

our opinions, and we have a good-faith belief in everything we write, however, all such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any 

kind– whether express or implied.  

 

If you are in the United Kingdom, you confirm that you are subscribing and/or accessing BOC Texas, LLC research and materials on behalf of: 

(A) a high net worth entity (e.g., a company with net assets of GBP 5 million or a high value trust) falling within Article 49 of the Financial Services 

and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “FPO”); or (B) an investment professional (e.g., a financial institution, government 

or local authority, or international organization) falling within Article 19 of the FPO.  

 

This report should only be considered in its entirety.  Each section should be read in the context of the entire report, and no section, paragraph, 

sentence or phrase is intended to stand alone or to be interpreted in isolation without reference to the rest of the report.  The section headings 

contained in this report are for reference purposes only and may only be considered in conjunction with the detailed statements of opinion in their 

respective sections.  

 

For convenience purposes only, we have provided a Chinese translation of this report.  In case of any discrepancy or inconsistency between the 

Chinese and the English versions of this report, the English version is the original and should prevail. In case of any legal dispute, reference shall 

be made only to the English version. 

 

BOC Texas, LLC makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with 

regard to the results to be obtained from its use. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and BOC Texas, LLC does not 

undertake a duty to update or supplement this report or any of the information contained herein. By downloading and opening this report you 

knowingly and independently agree: (i) that any dispute arising from your use of this report or viewing the material herein shall be governed by 

the laws of the State of Texas, without regard to any conflict of law provisions; (ii) to submit to the personal and exclusive jurisdiction of the 

superior courts located within the State of California and waive your right to any other jurisdiction or applicable law, given that BOC Texas, LLC 

is a Texas limited liability company that operates in Texas; and (iii) that regardless of any statute or law to the contrary, any claim or cause of 

action arising out of or related to use of this website or the material herein must be filed within one (1) year after such claim or cause of action 

arose or be forever barred. The failure of BOC Texas, LLC to exercise or enforce any right or provision of this disclaimer shall not constitute a 

waiver of this right or provision. If any provision of this disclaimer is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, the parties nevertheless 

agree that the court should endeavor to give effect to the parties' intentions as reflected in the provision and rule that the other provisions of this 

disclaimer remain in full force and effect, in particular as to this governing law and jurisdiction provision. 

 


